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Abstract— Semantic segmentation using deep neural net-
works has been widely explored to generate high-level contex-
tual information for autonomous vehicles. To acquire a complete
180◦ semantic understanding of the forward surroundings,
we propose to stitch semantic images from multiple cameras
with varying orientations. However, previously trained semantic
segmentation models showed unacceptable performance after
significant changes to the camera orientations and the light-
ing conditions. To avoid time-consuming hand labeling, we
explore and evaluate the use of data augmentation techniques,
specifically skew and gamma correction, from a practical real-
world standpoint to extend the existing model and provide more
robust performance. The presented experimental results have
shown significant improvements with varying illumination and
camera perspective changes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous driving has been the subject of significant
research and development in recent years. It requires vehicle
sensing and processing that can produce a higher level
understanding of the urban road environment in order to
make driving decisions in a safe manner without input from
human drivers.
Semantic segmentation is a vision task to assign class
labels to every point in a given image, with the labels
providing a more human-like understanding of a scene. In our
previous work [1], we successfully implemented real-time
semantic segmentation by transferring a pre-trained convo-
lutional neural network (CNN) to our local environment in
the surrounds of the University of Sydney (USYD). A local
dataset was collected to fine-tune the pre-trained model using
a forward facing Point Grey camera covering 56◦ field-of-
view (FOV).
This paper looks at expanding the FOV of our previous
work as perception incorporating a wide FOV is crucial to
obtain complete information for situation awareness. Fish-
eye or omni-directional cameras have been employed to
achieve a large FOV, though objects viewed from these
sensors appear to be highly distorted and are represented by
only a relatively small number of pixels even at a moderate
distance. Therefore, we propose to generate a high resolution,
wide FOV image by combining a number of pinhole cameras.
We replaced the Point Grey 56◦ camera from our previous
work [1] with NVIDIA GMSL 100◦ cameras. By mounting
three cameras in an array (Fig. 1), we are able to cover a 180◦
FOV in front of the vehicle and acquire an acceptable image
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Fig. 1: Autonomous electrical vehicle. There are three NVIDIA
GMSL cameras mounted in the front of the vehicle. Images
captured by these three cameras can cover a 180◦ field of view.
Two side cameras have around 20◦ overlap. The middle camera is
tilted 15◦ downwards.
distortion with low cost. Incorporating multiple overlapping
cameras results in redundant information, and to generate a
complete picture it is necessary to find the corresponding
relationships between the cameras. To achieve this, we
propose to stitch together the images from the camera array
to provide a single view for processing and visualization.
Given a wider 180◦ FOV, we found that the previous
semantic segmentation models [1] trained on forward-view
cameras did not show satisfactory results on side-view cam-
eras due to perspective changes. In addition, the images in
the previous dataset were mostly collected on cloudy days
and the model trained from this dataset performed poorly
on very sunny days in summer due to the strong shadows
and over-exposure. Therefore, further training is necessary to
adapt to different perspectives and illumination conditions.
To extend and generalize a CNN model, a significant
number of pixel-level annotated images are required which is
labor-intensive and time-consuming to generate. The widely
used Cityscapes dataset [2] required more than one hour
to annotate a single image. To minimize the requirement
for additional hand labeling of images, data augmentation
techniques have been widely employed to artificially expand
existing datasets.
However, most existing works like [3] and [4] are apply-
ing data augmentations to achieve theoretical improvements
on public datasets [2], [5], whilst it is more practically
meaningful to examine specific data augmentation techniques
to enhance model robustness with lighting and perspective
changes. For this purpose, we propose to augment the dataset
with skewed and gamma corrected images to simulate side-
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view objects, dark shadows and over-exposure under real-
world scenarios.
II. RELATED WORK
This section presents an overview of recent work related
to the proposed contributions of this paper.
A. Semantic Segmentation
1) High-accuracy Networks: Semantic segmentation has
been the subject of significant research, and there are two
main techniques used in this area. The first is the encoder-
decoder architecture, which have been employed to down-
sample and upsample images in order to obtain the seg-
mentation results [6], [7]. The other technique makes use
of atrous convolutions to exponentially expand the receptive
fields without losing resolution, and pyramid pooling which
enables the network to concatenate features from different
levels. [8], [9], [10] all employ this strategy and are cur-
rently the state-of-the-art when measured against Cityscapes
benchmarks [2].
2) Real-time Implementation: In contrast to the significant
development towards high-accuracy semantic segmentation,
real-time implementation of semantic segmentation has not
been a major focus. SegNet [11] was the first network to
process images in close to real-time. This is achieved by only
saving the pooling indices during encoding. ENet [12] uses
an encoder-decoder architecture and atrous convolution to
significantly reduce the processing time. The image cascade
network (ICNet) integrates multiple resolutions and fusion
units to further boost the accuracy and can achieve an average
of 30 frames per second on 1024× 2048 images.
3) Fish-eye Semantic Segmentation: Omnidirectional vi-
sion systems are being increasingly incorporated into au-
tonomous vehicle sensor platforms. Deng et al. [13] propose
an Overlapping Pyramid Pooling Network (OPP-net) for fish-
eye semantic segmentation. Varga et al. [14] present several
image unwarping strategies for fish-eye cameras and builds
a 360◦ perception system. Common issues with utilizing
this type of sensor are insufficient image resolutions and
large object distortions. In addition, there are few annotated
datasets for fish-eye cameras to facilitate the training of a
semantic segmentation network.
B. Generic Data Augmentation
Supervised Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) are widely
known as data-hungry algorithms leading to the requirement
for enormous datasets during the training process. The issue
is that obtaining labeled data is challenging as it is very
time consuming to hand label images for every potential
scenario. ImageNet [15] applied cropping and flipping of
the training images to increase the dataset by a factor of
2048. They also alter the intensities for RGB channels to
further expand the dataset. Carlson et al. [16] addressed data
augmentation from sensor effect perspectives with chromatic
aberration, blur, exposure, noise and color cast on both real
and synthetic images. They also proved that a synthetic
dataset has to be significantly larger than a real dataset to
Fig. 2: Left, front and right camera images captured by NVIDIA
GMSL cameras.
achieve similar performance. AutoAugment [3] used a search
algorithm with reinforcement learning to automatically learn
the best augmentation policies for different datasets. In
general, data augmentation has been widely implemented
for the expansion of datasets in order to teach models to
be invariant in the data domain and to avoid overfitting [4],
[17], [18]. Few of these approaches however, examine data
augmentation from a practical real-world perspective.
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we present the description of our semantic
segmentation dataset, the algorithms to generate augmented
data for different perspectives and illumination conditions,
and the method to stitch multiple camera images.
A. Image Data Preparation
We collect our local data using an electrical vehicle (EV)
shown in Fig. 1. There are 3 NVIDIA SF3322 GMSL
cameras mounted in the front of the EV covering a 180◦
FOV. Each camera has 100◦ horizontal FOV and 60◦ vertical
FOV. The front camera is tilted 15◦ downwards and two side
cameras are tilted 40◦ to the left and to the right respectively.
A NVIDIA DRIVE PX2 is also equipped to provide real-time
processing capabilities.
There are several datasets used in this paper to train
and evaluate data augmentation performance for semantic
segmentation:
1) Existing Dataset: In our previous work [1], we col-
lected image data in the surrounds of the USYD campus
using a Point Grey camera in mostly cloudy weather con-
ditions. There were around 170 images with 12 classes
manually annotated using the on-line annotation tool La-
belMe [19]. The annotation process started with objects in
the background, then moved to the foreground, i.e. from
‘Sky’ to ‘Pedestrian’. This order ensured objects that are
distant from the camera can be overruled by objects closer to
the camera. We named this dataset as USYD_Cloudy_Set,
and applied some image transformations such as flipping,
center-cropping, adding noise and blurring to artificially
expand the dataset. Models fine-tuned using this dataset
were demonstrated to produce good results for our local
environment [1].
2) Supplemental Evaluation Datasets: Due to the change
in camera type and a different sensor layout, we annotated
40 images for each of the new NVIDIA GMSL cameras
designating them USYD_Front_Set, USYD_Left_Set
and USYD_Right_Set respectively. Images in these sets
have generally challenging conditions such as over-exposure
Fig. 3: Skew transform. P1, P2, P3 and P4 are original image
corner coordinates. P ′1andP ′4 are new points after skew warp. α
is the skew magnitude used in this paper ranging from [10◦, 70◦].
w is the image width.
or with harsh shadows (sample images in Fig. 2). In
this paper, these three datasets will only be used to vali-
date the performance of transferring models trained on the
USYD_Cloudy_Set to new illumination conditions (like
shadows) and to different camera perspectives using the
specified data augmentations.
In addition to the local data, we also employ images
collected from Brisbane Australia [20], [21] and images used
for localization [22] to qualitatively cross-test the semantic
segmentation models.
B. Extending Data Augmentation
1) Skew: The system proposed in this paper has multiple
additional cameras facing in different orientation to cover
the entire forward view. Objects captured at the different
orientations have explicitly different structure due to changes
in perspective. To compensate for this, we apply skew to
images to simulate the image structures from side oriented
cameras.
To simulate left camera images, we assume the left side
of images are stretched, and same applied to right camera
images. As shown in Fig. 3, given the original image plane
(P1, P2, P3, P4) and the new stretched plane (P ′1, P2, P3, P
′
4),
the homography transform matrix can be obtained by:u′v′
1
 ∼
h11 h12 h13h21 h22 h23
h31 h32 h33
uv
1
 (1)
where (u′, v′) is the new point coordinate, (u, v) is the origi-
nal point coordinate, and hii is the parameters in homography
matrix.
Given h33 = 1 and four corresponding points, all parame-
ters hii can be derived. The skew magnitude is set to be the
angle α between original points and new points. In this paper,
the skew augmentation is applied with the magnitude angle
α ∈ [10◦, 70◦] with increments of 10◦ for each training.
However, we hold the hypothesis that α > 60◦ will not have
great improvement since the objects will be over stretched
and become less useful for training.
Fig. 4: Gamma correction for Point Grey images. Left to right:
original image, image with γ = 0.5, image with γ = 2.5.
2) Gamma correction: Gamma correction, as a photo-
metric transformation, is applied as a data augmentation
technique to overcome the variation in illumination between
datasets. Ideally, a photon captured by the camera is a linear
function. However in real situations, a non-linear power func-
tion I(x) = L(x)γ is always applied where I(x) is the image
for display, L(x) is the luminance reaching the camera and
γ is the correction constant [23]. To change the luminance,
we apply the correction equation: O(x) = I(x)1/γ so that
a smaller γ shifts images to lower illumination and larger γ
results in increased illumination. By varying the value of γ,
the output image O(x) can be changed to simulate under-
and over-exposed images (Fig. 4).
To choose the best γ values and evaluate their influence,
we select γ for each image from Gaussian distributions
truncated between (0, 3]. Images with small γ values are
darker, which emulates the effect of shadows. Images with
larger γ are brighter and over-exposed. For the Gaussian
distribution used to draw sample values of γ, the mean is
set to be µ = 1 and the standard deviation σ is set within a
range between [0, 1] with increments of 0.1 for each different
model.
Fig. 5: Demonstration of one frame from the center camera being
inserted into the panorama image. The left image is the original
image, the center image is after undistortion, and the right image
is after the image has been warped and inserted into a panorama
canvas with the other two camera images. The edges of these image
have been highlighted for clarity.
C. Image Stitching
In this paper, all semantic models are trained on rectified
images using five distortion parameters: k1, k2, k3 for radial
distortion and p1, p2 for tangential distortion.
After undistortion, it is common for the images to be
cropped as rectangles such that there is no padding visible,
however this is undesirable as there is significant information
in the corners of these images due to the large distortion of a
100◦ FOV lens. Instead, we perform a full frame undistortion
with a binary mask to label the outer image padding. All
three of these undistorted images are then aligned using the
camera extrinsic parameters and reprojected onto a cylinder,
allowing for a full forward facing 180◦ panorama. This
TABLE I: Gamma correction influence. ‘Original’ is the original dataset without any data augmentation. ‘ITSC [1]’ is
augmenting original set with flipping, adding noise, blurring and center-cropping. ‘Gamma σ’ is applying gamma correction
from Gaussian distributions with µ = 1 and the standard deviations σ ∈ [0.1, 1]. Performance is evaluated by per class
accuracy (C), mean Intersection over Union (mIoU) and global accuracy (G).
Training Sets Cityscapes Training Set USYD Cloudy Set
Validating Sets Cityscapes Val USYD Front Set USYD Front Set
Evaluation C mIoU G C mIoU G C mIoU G
Original 82.94 66.78 90.85 44.20 26.48 61.02 74.49 42.23 81.39
ITSC [1] 86.81 63.54 87.86 55.88 28.34 61.25 75.93 42.93 82.26
Gamma 0.1 86.30 63.55 88.63 53.66 27.34 65.96 75.40 42.31 81.35
Gamma 0.2 86.64 66.59 90.01 58.56 30.26 68.00 75.96 43.01 81.65
Gamma 0.3 86.83 65.46 89.45 52.10 27.26 56.76 76.26 44.13 82.88
Augmentation Gamma 0.4 86.39 65.07 89.36 54.12 25.56 56.99 75.64 43.78 82.25
Method Gamma 0.5 86.48 64.38 89.04 54.96 27.18 61.83 76.04 45.60 85.03
Gamma 0.6 86.34 65.96 89.50 59.66 29.65 63.27 75.99 42.27 81.81
Gamma 0.7 86.53 64.49 88.68 61.02 32.60 69.27 76.05 43.28 82.65
Gamma 0.8 86.46 65.45 89.29 61.77 31.88 64.46 75.64 43.24 81.91
Gamma 0.9 86.34 64.96 89.10 57.88 30.14 63.73 75.52 43.94 82.62
Gamma 1.0 86.62 64.87 89.31 57.68 28.30 62.70 75.99 42.94 81.80
differs from a normal ‘flat’ image projection as the ‘straight
line’ constraint no longer holds. Instead, vertical straight
lines remain straight, but any non-vertical lines are wrapped
around the image to prevent stretching of image data very
far from its respective optical camera centre (>75◦) and to
combine images to create a panorama that exist beyond 180◦.
After each image is warped into the appropriate cylindrical
co-ordinates, the images are deposited onto a single master
panorama image. This procedure can be seen in Fig. 5. The
image on the left is the original frame captured from the
center camera. Notice the significant warping of the speed
bump due to the nature of the wide angle lens. The center
figure is the image after undistortion. Here padding was
used to preserve information in the corner of the frame. The
right figure is the result after the image has been warped
and deposited with the left and right camera images into
a panorama canvas. The edges of these images have been
highlighted in red for clarity.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section we will show quantitative and qualitative
results of the semantic segmentation in our local envi-
ronment. The models were trained only on the original
USYD_Cloudy_Set with some data augmentations men-
tioned earlier. All other datasets were only used for validating
the augmentation performance.
A. Training Setup
As real-time processing is required for autonomous ve-
hicle operation, we adopted the ENet [12] architecture for
semantic segmentation. The model was trained and tested on
a GTX 1080 Ti GPU and also tested on a NVIDIA DRIVE
PX2. The network can take arbitrary sized images for both
training and testing, and can predict a segmented image with
a resolution of 640 × 360. The learning rate was set to be
5e − 6 at the beginning and decayed by 1e − 1 when the
validation error stopped improving for 100 epochs.
Models were firstly trained on the Cityscapes dataset [2],
then fine-tuned using our USYD_Cloudy_Set. The origi-
nal Cityscapes dataset has more than 30 classes, of which
a number are not relevant to our local environment. To
optimize the network, we remapped these 30 classes into
12 categories to better represent the categories expected in
the USYD datasets.
B. Quantitative Analyses
1) Gamma correction: After looking into the Cityscapes
dataset [2], we found that most images in this dataset do
not have harsh shadows as with the images we collected in
summer. We applied gamma correction to both Cityscapes
dataset and USYD_Cloudy_Set to compare how much the
gamma correction can improve the model performance for
harsh shadows. The gamma γ values were selected from
the Gaussian distributions with µ = 1 and the standard
deviations σ from a range of [0, 1] with increments of 0.1.
From Table I, when the model was trained and validated
on Cityscapes dataset, data augmentation only improved
per class accuracy while mIoU or global accuracy did not
show much improvement. However, when validating on
USYD_Front_Set which has strong shadows and over-
exposures, gamma correction with σ = 0.7 showed signifi-
cant improvement.
After applying gamma correction to
USYD_Cloudy_Set, we further fined-tuned the pre-
trained model using this dataset. The validation results
on USYD_Front_Set showed the most improvement
when σ = 0.5, with 1.5% on per class accuracy, 3.5% on
mIoU, and 3.6% on global accuracy compared with model
fine-tuned on original USYD_Cloudy_Set.
2) Skew: The skew augmentation was applied to simulate
the perspective changes of side cameras. Models trained with
skew augmentation were validated against images from front
cameras and side cameras.
As mean Intersection over Union (mIoU) shown in Fig. 6a,
it is clear that models trained with skew augmentations had
(a) Mean Intersection over Union (mIoU) evaluation.
(b) ‘Vehicle’ class accuracy evaluation.
Fig. 6: Mean IoU and ‘Vehicle’ class accuracy with
skew augmentation tested on front and side-view cam-
eras respectively. The horizontal axis indicates the us-
age of augmentation methods. ‘original’ is the original
USYD_Cloudy_Set. ‘skewN’ is single skew augmentation
with magnitude α = N . ‘ITSC’ is from previous work with
flipping, center-cropping, add noise and blurring.
limited contribution for the forward facing camera images.
For the side oriented cameras however, a large improvement
is observed (5.7% with left skew validated on left images
and 3.6% with right skew validated on right images). It
also demonstrates that even with single skew augmentation
(‘skewN’ in Fig. 6a), the performance surpasses the original
‘ITSC’ model [1] which had four random augmentation
methods.
The warping from the side oriented cameras is more
pronounced on the outer edge of the image (far left for
the left camera and far right for the right cameras) as
illustrated in Fig. 2. For much of the dataset, this part of the
images contain parked vehicles so we specifically evaluate
the performance of the ‘Vehicle’ class to demonstrate the
performance. Fig. 6b clearly shows that prior to the skew
augmentation the class accuracy was lower for the side
oriented images when compared to front images. After
the skew augmentation the performance of the left images
are significantly improved, with the performance becoming
(a) USYD testing results. Row 1: left camera image. Row 2:
front camera image. Row 3: right camera image.
(b) Cross testing results. Row 1: image (resolution: 640× 260)
from Alderley, Brisbane, Australia [20]. Row 2: image (resolu-
tion: 640× 480) from St Lucia, Brisbane, Australia [21]. Row
3: image (resolution: 1024× 768) from CMU Visual Loc. [22].
Fig. 7: Testing results on different datasets. From left to
right: original images; segmentation results from [1] with
blurring, flipping, center-cropping and adding noise; results
after adding gamma correction and skew.
comparable to the front images. As this vehicle is driven on
the left hand side of the road, the left images correspond
to the side of the road where the obstacles such as parked
cars are closer to the camera. The performance improvement
for the right images is less clear, possibly because parked
vehicles on the right side are further away and have less
perspective change than the left camera.
In general, the skew augmentation magnitude ranging from
20◦ to 50◦ resulted in the highest accuracy improvement.
This indicates that smaller magnitudes do not properly
represent the changes in perspective, while extremely large
magnitudes over scale the objects and are not representative
of the real world perspective.
C. Qualitative Analyses
The qualitative improvements from applying data augmen-
tation to the original dataset with gamma correction and skew
are illustrated in Fig. 7a. From the figure, the middle column
shows that even with multiple random data augmentation
algorithms from the original model [1], the over-exposed
trees and high contrast shaded areas of road were often
incorrectly classified. In addition, the model did not correctly
Fig. 8: 180◦ Semantic segmentation. The first column shows stitching of the original images from left, middle and right cameras (sensor
setup is shown in Fig. 1). The second column is the semantic segmentation results and path proposal prediction for a 180◦ field of view.
classify the outer portion (closest to the ego vehicle) of the
vehicles in the side images due to perspective changes. As
demonstrated in the right column of Fig. 7a, these areas are
labeled correctly after applying gamma correction and skew
augmentation.
To demonstrate how the proposed improvements transfer
to other datasets, we cross-tested the segmentation model
with images collected by other groups in different cities.
Fig. 7b shows three examples including an original image,
an image that performed poorly due to strong shadows,
and a side-view image from each of the three datasets.
Adding skew and gamma correction also greatly enhanced
the segmentation performance for those images.
D. Image Stitching Results
After improving the performance of semantic segmenta-
tion for the camera array, we are able to stitch the images
together to obtain a single combined image covering 180◦
forward facing FOV for the vehicle (shown in Fig. 8). As
the raw images are projected to a cylindrical surface without
cropping, all pixels are preserved including the corners of
the original images.
Adding skew and gamma augmentation enables the CNN
models to produce accurate segmentation results for cameras
facing different orientations. The stitched images are able to
better classify all objects in the front and side of the ego
vehicle, and provide a comprehensive scene understanding
over the entire forward facing FOV.
V. CONCLUSION
Semantic segmentation is capable of providing abundant
contextual information for autonomous vehicles, though it
generally requires a large amount of labeled data to transfer
an existing model into a different environment. To avoid
expensive hand labeling and obtain a robust understanding
of the scene, data augmentation has been widely applied to
expand the datasets in many existing works. In this paper
we have demonstrated the benefits of specific augmentation
algorithms, specifically skew and gamma correction from a
practical standpoint to cope with the real-world problems of
varying illumination conditions and changing of camera per-
spectives. By providing quantitative and qualitative analysis
for the effect of skew and gamma correction augmentations,
we demonstrated that the semantic models can be signifi-
cantly enhanced within our local environment and also in
cross-testing environments.
After improving the robustness of the semantic segmen-
tation for different camera orientations, the stitched image
is capable to provide a complete 180◦ forward facing un-
derstanding of the surrounding area, which is significant
for improving situational awareness in autonomous vehicle
operations.
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